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Understanding citation impact of 
scientific publications

• Scientific impact as a type of impact

• Citation impact as a type of scientific impact
✓ Citation impact among all types of impact

✓ Citation impact of scientific publications

• Benefits from understanding citation impact
✓ Indicator perspective: Measuring citation impact offers a useful way of 

examining the scientific impact of a publication.

✓ More general perspective: Measuring citation impact can also assist in 
understanding knowledge diffusion and the use of information.



Understanding citation impact of 
scientific publications (cont.)

• Previous ways of understanding citation impact of scientific 
publications:
✓ Count-based strategies: raw citation count, normalized citation measures…

✓ Network-based strategies: PageRank, EigenFactor…



Understanding citation impact of 
scientific publications (cont.)

• Local details are missing!
✓ “Deep” or “wide” impact?



Understanding citation impact of 
scientific publications (cont.)

• Local details are missing!
✓ How does an article impact other research, and what are the patterns? The 

direct citations between citing publications (DCCPs) offer a good way to 
mine how a publication impacts other research.  

Published year and discipline distributions of citing publications of h-index article’s DCCPs



Ego-centered citation networks as a 
tool to understand citation impact



Preliminary research questions

• Do DCCPs occur frequently?

• How does DCCPs differ in papers with different citation impacts and 
in different years?



Preliminary results: The universality of 
DCCPs



Preliminary results (cont.)



Technical details: Extracting citing 
relationships from the raw MAG tables

• SQL extraction as a .txt file: • .txt file to a Python dictionary:
✓ If paper in paper_citing.keys()

✓ from collections import defaultdict

✓ paper_citing = defaultdict(list)



Difficulty 1: How to extract DCCPs?

Direct citations to A

Direct citations between citing publications (from the perspective of A)

Id of A-type paper (focal) Id of B-type paper Id of C-type paper

Sample output:



Difficulty 1: How to extract DCCPs? 
(cont.)

• This task is computationally expensive:
✓ In MAG, we have ~0.1 billion papers. The below Python script will perhaps 

take forever…

indirect_citation = defaultdict(list)

for paper in paper_year.keys(): # for papers that have pub_year information

for citing_paper_1 in paper_citing[paper]:

for citing_paper_2 in paper_citing[paper]:

if citing_paper_1 in paper_citing[citing_paper_2]:

temp = []

temp.append(citing_paper_1)

temp.append(citing_paper_2)

indirect_citation[paper].append(temp)



Difficulty 2: Self-citations in ego-centered 
citation networks?

• If two papers (A and B) share at least one co-author and B cites A, 
such citation is called a self-citation (first-order self-citation).

• How about these circumstances, when B cites A?
✓ A and B don’t share co-authors, but A and C do, and B and C do. [second-

order self-citations]

✓ A and B don’t share co-authors, but A and C do, B and D do, and C and D do. 
[third-order self-citations]

✓ This indicates how researchers’ social distance impacts on their self-citation 
patterns.

• How to technically achieve these?



Difficulty 2: Self-citations in ego-centered 
citation networks?

• Completing this task is also QUITE computationally expensive:
✓ Deriving n-order self-citations need to know the shortest paths and their 

lengths in the co-authorship and citation networks

✓ Such networks are quite huge (hundreds of millions of nodes in the citation 
network, and millions of nodes in the co-authorship network)
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